We report experimental implementation of various types of qubit channels using an individual trapped ion. We analyzed experimental data and we performed tomographic reconstruction of quantum channels based on these data. Specifically, we studied phase damping channels, where the damping acts either in the xy-plane of the Bloch sphere or in an arbitrary plane that includes the origin of the Bloch sphere. We also experimentally realized and consequently analyzed quantum channels that in addition to phase damping affect also a polarization rotation. We used three reconstruction schemes for estimation of quantum channels from experimental data: i) a linear inverse method, ii) a maximum likelihood estimation, and iii) a constrained maximum likelihood estimation. We took into account realistic experimental conditions where imperfect test-state preparations and biased measurements are incorporated into the estimation schemes. As a result we found that imperfections present in the process of preparation of test states and as well as in measurements of the considered ion trap system do not limit the control of the implementation of the desired channel. Even imperfect preparation of test state and subsequent measurements still provide sufficient resources for the complete quantum-channel tomography.
I. INTRODUCTION
Any measurement on a physical system gives a result with limited accuracy and precision. This property comes from the fact that the number of data gained by real physical measurements is finite and, moreover, the measurements are influenced by errors and imperfections of the experimental setup. Nevertheless, it is the role of a physicist to interpret measured data and to conclude about properties of the system as reliably as possible.
Determining the action of an unknown quantum channel by quantum process estimation enables us to protect and optimally exploit quantum systems for communication purposes and also for quantum computation by designing efficient schemes correcting errors introduced by the noise (see for instance [1, 2] ). Furthermore, for quantum computing it is vital to characterize and improve the experimental performance of quantum logic gates. Quantum process estimation is needed here to first identify imperfections and decoherence. The knowledge of such imperfections then allows us to find remedies for these usually unwanted effects.
Any reconstruction of a quantum channel channel can be viewed as a black-box problem. The black box (quantum channel) is probed by test states. At the input these states are specifically prepared while at the output are specifically measured. Based on the correlations between preparations and measurements one can reconstruct the action of the quantum channel under consideration. In this article we investigate how to reconstruct the action of various engineered quantum qubit channels even in the presence of imperfect initial state preparation and imperfect detection. We shall employ two reconstruction schemes which lead to the same result for "good" data. The first of these reconstruction schemes is the inverse method. In some cases this approach can result an unphysical estimation of the channel (e.g., the estimated channel is not completely positive). Small deviations from the physically valid region are acceptable, because they can be understood as an evidence of finite statistics. In this case the observed frequencies of specific outcomes of measurements are not perfectly compatible with probabilities as predicted by quantum theory, but we can use the maximum likelihood method [3] [4] [5] in order to perform the reconstruction. By construction, the maximum likelihood method always leads to a physical result. If the violation of the physical constraints is large, then the data are apparently biased by some kind of systematic errors, or imperfections in the experimental setup.
A. Description of qubit channels
Within the framework of the quantum theory quantum channels are described by completely positive tracepreserving linear maps acting on the system's state space S(H). For qubits S(H) consists of operators = 1 2 (1 I+ r · σ) where r is a real vector with | r| < 1, σ = (σ x , σ y , σ z ) is a vector of Pauli operators, and 1 I represents the identity operator. Therefore, the qubit states can be illustrated as points inside the so-called Bloch sphere formed by Bloch vectors r. In this Bloch-sphere representation quantum channels E : S(H) → S(H) are described as affine transformations of Bloch vectors, i.e. E : r → M r + v , (1.1) where M is a real 3 × 3 matrix and v is a translation [6] . In particular, M jk = tr[σ j E[σ k ]] and v j = tr[σ j E[I]]. Consequently, 12 real parameters need to be determined in order to completely specify a qubit channel E. According to [6] each qubit channel is unitarily equivalent to a specific quantum channel with diagonal matrix D = diag{λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 }. In particular, M = R 1 DR 2 , where R 1 , R 2 are suitable orthogonal rotations associated with unitary channels U 1 , U 2 , i.e. U j U † j gives Bloch vector transformation r → R j r. The diagonal values {λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 } are the so-called singular values of M . If v = 0, then the channel is called unital. In our analysis we shall be interested in a special subclass of unital channels -phase damping channels characterized by the relation D = diag{λ, λ, 1}.
The affine form guarantees that for all matrices M and vectors v the resulting affine map is trace-preserving. Unfortunately, the analytic conditions of complete positivity are not simple and illustrative [6] . The complete positivity is equivalent to positivity of the state ω E = (E ⊗ I)[Ψ + ], where I stands for the identity channel and Ψ + is a projection onto a vector |ψ + = 1 √ 2 (|00 + |11 ) describing two-qubit maximally entangled state. If a qubit channel is completely positive, then |λ x ± λ y | ≤ |1 ± λ z | for all combinations of pluses and minuses. Hence, for phase damping channels |λ| ≤ 1.
There are many different experimental procedures how to determine all channel parameters [2, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . In general, such an experiment consists of three steps: i) preparation of a test state;
ii) application of an unknown channel;
iii) measurement of the transformed system.
In principle, the preparation stage can result in a correlated state of a composite system of the system and some ancilla. In this case the experimental arrangement is such that the ancilla is not directly affected by the quantum channel, but the measurement is performed on the whole system. However, this procedure is itself an experimental challenge, and from the experimental point of view, ancilla-free preparations are preferable.
In what follows we shall consider only ancilla-free experiments. By measuring the correlations between the channel inputs and outputs we can determine the channel action and identify the corresponding affine mapping r → M r + v. The linearity of E implies that for the purposes of the complete-channel tomography it is necessary to use a collection of linearly independent test states spanning the whole state space. In particular, since for a qubit the linear span of the state space is four-dimensional it follows that at least four test states are necessary.
An important assumption of the above model of the experiment is that the test states are perfectly known, i.e., their preparation is under complete control. That is experimental imperfections (arbitrarily small) in preparation of the desired test states must be included into the description of the test states. If this is the case, then the channel tomography reduces to state tomography of the output states.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section II we shall describe the experimental implementation of the single-qubit channels and describe the measured experimental data. In Section III we shall discuss different strategies for complete channel reconstruction. In Sections IV, V, and VI the tomography of channels using different reconstruction schemes is presented. Results and observations are summarized in Section VII.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT
In this section the physical realization of various types of quantum channels is described. These include phasedamping channels acting in the x-y-plane of the Bloch sphere where the amount of damping is varied by changing the amplitude of added noise. In addition, phase damping in an arbitrary basis is exemplified by a quantum channel where the damping acts in a plane cutting through the Bloch sphere spanned by the vectors (0, sin π/4, cos π/4) T and (1, 0, 0) T . Furthermore, combinations of phase damping and polarization rotating channels are implemented with varying rotation angles. A representative subset of these channels have been chosen for detailed reconstruction that is presented in Section III.
The above mentioned quantum channels have been realized experimentally using two hyperfine states of the electronic ground state of an individual electrodynamically trapped 171 Yb + ion as a qubit (|0 ≡ |S 1/2 F = 0 , |1 ≡ |S 1/2 F = 1, m F = 0 ) [12] [13] [14] [15] and exposing this qubit to unitary operations as well as engineered irreversible dynamics.
In order to take an individual data point that contributes to the characterization of a quantum channel we proceed as follows:
i) The ion is laser cooled.
ii) The qubit is initialized in the state |0 .
iii) The desired input state for testing the quantum channel is prepared. This is either one of the eigenstates of σ k (σ k are the Pauli matrices, k = x, y, z) with positive eigenvalue ("spin up"), or the eigenstate of σ z with negative eigenvalue ("spin down").
iv) The qubit is subjected to the action of the quantum channel.
v) The qubit is measured in a predetermined basis (±σ j ). Below, in Section II A 2, it is shown how the effect of a difference in the detection efficiencies for states |0 and |1 , respectively can be canceled by measuring σ j , but also −σ j .
For a given set of parameters characterizing the quantum channel the sequence i)-v) is then repeated for all combinations of test states [prepared in the step iii)] and measurements [chosen in the step v)]. Then one parameter of the quantum channel is changed and all preparation and measurement steps described so far are repeated for this changed set of parameters. Finally, the complete sequence is repeated between 100 and 500 times that allows us to extract from these measurements relative frequencies c ± ±j,±k . Here the index j ∈ {x, y, z} indicates that a measurement in σ j direction has taken place when the initially prepared state was ±k = 1 2 (I ± σ k ), k ∈ {x, y, z}. The superscript ± indicates the outcome of a measurement σ j . The notation introduced here for the frequencies c ± ±j,±k allows for a compact description. Note that not all possible combinations of test states and measurement directions are realized experimentally. It is sufficient to prepare four different test states as described in the step iii) above.
In the remainder of this section the initial preparation of the qubit before exposing it to the action of the quantum channel, the measurement in an arbitrary basis, the final read-out, coherent operations and controlled addition of noise are briefly reviewed.
A. Physical realization of quantum channels
The qubit and its initialization
The experimental setup used here for a quantumprocess estimation has been described elsewhere [13, 14] and a brief summary should suffice: The quantum mechanical two-state system used as a qubit is the S 1/2 ground-state hyperfine doublet with total an angular momentum F = 0, 1 of a single 171 Yb + ion confined in a miniature Paul trap (the diameter of 2 mm). The |0 ≡ |F = 0 ↔ |F = 1, m F = 0 ≡ |1 transition with Bohr frequency ω 0 is driven by a quasiresonant microwave (mw) field with an angular frequency near ω = 2π × 12.6 GHz. A static magnetic field is applied to the ion such that the three Zeeman states of the S 1/2 , F=1 manifold are split by about 6 Mhz. The unitary dynamics of the qubit driven by microwave radiation is virtually free of decoherence, i.e. transversal and longitudinal relaxation rates are negligible [12] [13] [14] .
Illuminating the ion with laser light near 369,5 nm, generated by a frequency-doubled Ti:sapphire laser, exciting the S 1/2 (F=1) ↔ P 1/2 (F=0) resonance serves for initial state preparation in state |0 while photoncounting resonance fluorescence on the S 1/2 (F=1) ↔ P 1/2 (F=0) transition driven by light near 369 nm allows for a state-selective detection of the qubit. Optically pumping the ion into the metastable 2 D 3/2 level via the P 1/2 state is prevented by illumination with light near 935 nm of a diode laser that retrieves the ion to the ground state via the |D 3/2 , F =1 → |[3/2] 1/2 , F = 0 excitation [16] . Laser cooling of the ion is achieved by simultaneously irradiating the ion for 20 ms with laser light near 369 nm and 935 nm and mw radiation where the latter is resonant with the |0 ↔ |1 transition. This is done before initializing the ion into state |0 : upon turning the microwave radiation off the ion is then optically pumped into state |0 with probability p 0 = 0.92 in the experiments reported here [15] .
Measurement of the qubit state
To detect the state of the ion it is irradiated with laser light near 369 nm for a duration of 2 ms. If the ion is in the S 1/2 (F=1) state, on average 6.25 photons are registered during that time interval. Due to stray light and dark counts on average 0.16 photons are registered, if the ion is in the S 1/2 (F=0) state. In both cases the numbers of registered photons follow a Poissonian distribution. If more than one photon is registered during the counting interval the ion is assumed to be in the S 1/2 (F=1) state, and if one photon or less is registered the state is assumed to be S 1/2 (F=0). The probability to detect the S 1/2 (F = 1) state correctly is η 1 = 0.986 and the probability to detect the S 1/2 (F=0) state correctly is η 0 = 0.989 [13] . This implies that the two outcomes are associated with positive operators
The detection efficiencies for both states are not equal, which if not taken into account adds a slight systematic bias to the measurement results. This bias is avoided, if for each measurement in one direction also the measurement in the opposite direction is taken. This means that when, for example, the z−direction is to be measured, also the direction −z is measured. Such an "inverted" measurement is described by positive operators
Therefore, combining both measurements into a single one (with equal probability) and identifying the pairs of outcomes
will form a new measurement of the z−direction Σ z associated with positive operators
and
where η = (η 0 + η 1 )/2. As already defined above, we denote by c ± ±j,±k = tr[E ± ±j ±k ] the frequencies of outcomes ± for measurements in the direction ±j provided that the test state ±k was used. Then, for the frequencies of measurements Σ x , Σ y , Σ z we obtain
with j, k ∈ {x, y, z}.
A measurement in a given direction is performed in two steps: First, a unitary transformation of the qubit is performed (Sec. II A 3) effecting a rotation of the desired measurement axis onto the z-axis. Second, the qubit is irradiated for 2 ms with laser light resonant with the S 1/2 (F=1) ↔ P 1/2 transition and scattered photons are detected, if the state |1 is occupied.
In summary, collecting data in the described way results in the implementation of the measurements Σ x , Σ y , Σ z described by POVM elements
where we used the fact that P ±j = 1 2 (I ± σ j ) are the projectors onto the eigenvectors of σ j associated with eigenvalues ±1.
Coherent operations
Coherent operations on the qubit are achieved by applying near-resonant microwave radiation with the angular frequency ω driving the magnetic dipole transition between the states |0 and |1 . In the reference frame rotating with ω, after applying the rotating wave approximation, the time evolution operator determining the evolution of the qubit exposed to linearly polarized mw radiation reads U (t) = exp − i 2 t (δσ z + Ωσ x ) . Here, the Rabi frequency is denoted by Ω and δ ≡ ω 0 − ω is the detuning between the qubit and the applied radiation. A desired state characterized by a nutation angle θ and an azimuthal angle φ on the Bloch sphere is prepared by driving the qubit initially prepared in the state |0 with mw pulses with appropriately chosen detuning δ, the Rabi frequency Ω, and the duration t mw = θ/Ω, and by allowing for a free precession for a prescribed time t p = φ/δ: Since the applied mw radiation is slightly detuned from the qubit resonance near 12.6 Ghz, the qubit acquires a phase φ relative to the driving field. Note that φ = 0 when waiting integer multiples of the time T P = 2π/δ needed for a full precession of the Bloch vector in the x − y-plane.
Typical values in these experiments were Ω = 3.25 × 2π kHz and δ = 104.5 × 2π Hz. These parameters were determined by recording Rabi oscillations over 2-4 periods and by performing a Ramsey-type experiment with mw pulses separated in time. Also, a Ramsey experiment served to establish the coherence time of the qubit (i.e., the lifetime of the off-diagonal elements of the density matrix ρ describing the qubit, often termed T 2 time) that was found to be well over one second [14] .
Phase damping
Magnetic field noise may be applied during a prescribed time to the qubit in order to induce phase damping, that is, decay of the off-diagonal elements ρ 01 = ρ * 10 . After preparation of the input state, a small noisy magnetic field ∆B(t) is superimposed onto to the static field B 0 that defines the quantization axis. For this purpose an additional magnetic field coil is placed near the trapped ion and is fed by a signal generator producing (nearly) white noise with a Gaussian amplitude distribution. The bandwidth of this additional noise field is limited by a first-order filter with cut-off frequency ω c = 750 Hz. Its amplitude is experimentally controlled using a variable attenuator.
The resonance frequency of the qubit when exposed to a magnetic field is derived using the Breit-Rabi formula [17, 18] as
where the hyperfine splitting in zero magnetic field is denoted by E hf s , the scaled magnetic field is given by
the total applied magnetic field is denoted by B, m e and m p indicate the electron and proton masses, respectively, g J and g I are the electronic and nuclear g-factor, and µ B is the Bohr magneton. The scaled magnetic field consists of two parts, χ 0 ∝ B 0 and ∆χ ∝ ∆B such that to the lowest order in ∆χ
and ∆ω(t) ∝ ∆χ(t). During the free precession of the qubit its dynamics is governed by the Hamiltonian
and after transforming into a rotating frame using U = exp(− i 2 ω(χ 0 )tσ z ) the qubit's state evolves according to
with [19] 
14)
The magnetic field fluctuations ∆B(t) obey a Gaussian distribution. Thus, ∆ω(t), dϕ = ∆ω(t)dt, and also ϕ(t) are distributed according to a Gaussian function. When measuring a single instance realization of the qubit after time t, the off-diagonal element reads ρ 01 e −iϕ(t) and repeating such a measurement many times amounts to averaging over many realizations of ϕ(t).
The above considerations are valid as long as the correlation time 1/τ ≈ 750 Hz of the noise field is much shorter than the time during which the noise field is applied which is always the case in the experiments presented here. Analytical and numerical calculations on the dephasing of a qubit exposed to Gaussian low-frequency noise are reported by Rabenstein et al. [20] . Their results are applicable to our experiment when setting their qubit tunnel amplitude, ∆ to zero (∆ corresponds to the Rabi frequency Ω in our experiment which is zero while the noisy magnetic field is applied). Rabenstein et al. obtain in the long-time limit (τ t) for the damping factor of the off-diagonal elements exp(−S v (0)t/2). Here S v (0) is the spectral density at zero frequency of the applied Gaussian noise.
As the bandwidth of the noise magnetic field is much smaller than the Zeeman splitting of the F = 1 state, the ionic state follows this additional field adiabatically and transitions between different Zeeman states are not induced by this noise field.
Data representation
A quantum channel E, i.e. the propagation of a qubit between the initial preparation and the final measurement, is in general characterized by 12 real parameters forming a matrix M and vector v. In the case of ideal preparations and measurements, i.e. ±k = | ± k ±k| and
and, therefore
Note that inserting "bare" frequencies f j,k directly into Eq. (2.15) to calculate the matrix elements M jk and vector elements v j is not justified when experimental imperfections occur. Nevertheless we shall use the matrix
and the vector
to represent the experimental data. Only if the test states ±k are pure and the measurements Σ j are sharp (i.e., η = 1), then M jk = D jk and v j = d j . Otherwise, the correct interpretation of frequencies f ±j,±k lead to different values of channel parameters
The precise and correct reconstruction relations shall be presented and discussed in Section III B.
In conclusion, for an experimentally realized quantum channel, the experimental data before applying the appropriate channel reconstruction procedures are represented in the form of a matrix
III. COMPLETE CHANNEL TOMOGRAPHY
In this section we shall describe several ways how to process the experimental data. The experimental data are always presented as frequencies of occurrences of particular experimental outcomes. Ideally, the frequencies are equal to probabilities predicted by the theory. Strictly speaking, this is true if the number of runs of the experiment is infinite. Otherwise, we must deal with statistical errors that can be eliminated by employing specific statistical procedures. The goal of any channelestimation procedure is to reliably identify (given a specific figure of merit) the channel that is compatible with the measured data.
A. Description of methods
Inverse linear method.
Let us assume that statistical errors are vanishingly small, i.e. the frequencies are exactly equal to the probabilities that are going to be compared with predictions of the quantum theory. In the quantum theory the relation between the channels and probabilities is linear and invertible. However, the exact form depends on particular parameters of the experiment, i.e. on a collection of test states and measurements. We shall discuss the details later in Section III B.
By definition of the procedure the estimated channel E est is a linear map and its Bloch sphere parametrization guarantees it is also trace-preserving. One may think that experimental results must always give a mapping E est that is completely positive. However, this is not necessarily the case. As we shall see the experimental data processed in this way can indeed violate the complete positivity constraint. If the experimental conditions are not affected by some systematic errors, then this could happen only if the measured statistics is not sufficiently large.
A naive method how to regularize the statistics is to add white noise into the measured data. Let us denote by A 0 the contracting channel maps of all input states into the maximally mixed state 1 2 I, i.e. v 0 = 0 and M 0 = O. Addition of the white noise channel corresponds to a substitution E est → E c = cE est + (1 − c)A 0 . For many values of c the mapping E c is completely positive although E est is not. It is natural to fix the largest possible c as the value of this correction parameter and consider E c to be the "regularized" estimation of the map. This type of regularization catches some important features of the original map, but, in general, this method is not justified by any statistical reasoning. It can be used as a fast test of the quality of the experimental data.
Maximum Likelihood method.
In this approach we do not interpret frequencies as probabilities, but instead we directly process the measured frequencies to estimate the channel. The maximum likelihood method is a general estimation scheme [2, 3] that has already been considered for reconstruction of quantum channels. It has been studied by Hradil and Fiurášek [4] , and by Sacchi [5] .
It is natural to understand an experiment as a collection of settings ( j , A j ) representing the choice of the test state j and of the measurement A j . Each measurement apparatus is described by a positive operator valued measure (POVM) determining the positive operators F jk such that k F jk = I. The index k runs over all possible outcomes of the measurement A j . The observed frequencies f jk are calculated as the the fraction of the number of "clicks" (events) associated with F jk and of the number of experiments in which the setting ( j , A j ) was used. Let us note that k f jk = 1. For a given setting ( j , A j ), the quantum theory predicts the probabilities
The likelihood functional is defined by the formula
The aim is to identify a physical map E est that maximizes this function, i.e.
If the maximum is searched only among the (physically relevant) quantum channels, then the complete positivity is guaranteed. In such case, the maximum likelihood method cannot result in an unphysical mapping E est . Since the complete positivity constraints are complicated even for single-qubit channels the maximum likelihood optimization problem is, in general, complicated. Therefore complex numerical methods must be employed.
As this variational task is usually performed numerically, a question may arise, how to decide, if one has found a global or a local minima. Unfortunately, there is never a certain answer for this question. For proper data a good hint is the actual maximal value of L found during the optimization. For a given amount of experimental data a value different in orders of magnitude from other, similar results is suspicious. Also, from the construction of the experiment one has an expectation for the actual result (e.g. phase-damping channel).
For data, which (by the standard reconstruction method described in the previous Section) lead to a proper physical reconstruction, the maximum likelihood gives identical results. Also, as the resulting operation in general is not on the border of the set of the CP channels, the CP condition can be obeyed during the maximization procedure, which speeds up the algorithm dramatically.
For data leading to unphysical results (using the inverse method) the situation is more complicated. The best physical result is normally on the border of the set of CP channels, so one has to take the CP condition into account during the whole procedure. Moreover, the resulting value of L might vary significantly depending on how much would the complete operation be non-CP. So the only way for checking the result is the comparison with the expected type of a quantum channel.
B. Data processing and interpretation of results
In order to properly interpret the measured experimental data we need to take into account the experimental imprecisions leading to imperfection of the preparation process and also the imperfections in the implementation of sharp measurements σ x , σ y , σ z . In fact, the latter imperfections must be taken into account also in the specification of the preparation process.
Let us express the states
corresponding to an imperfect preparation of eigenstates of operators σ x , σ y , σ z . In our particular experiment we use only four of these states x , y , ±z . As it was described in Section II A 2 the systems are measured by one of three observables Σ x , Σ y , Σ z described by positive operators
where P ±j = 1 2 (1 I ± σ j ) are eigenstates of σ j corresponding to eigenvalues ±1.
The experiment consists of different settings ( ±k , M j ) leading to frequencies f ±j,±k that are compared with the-oretical probabilities
where we used the definitions
The goal of the process reconstruction is to determine 12 parameters v j and M jk describing the quantum channel in the Bloch representation.
As we already mentioned in the experiment we use only four test states x , y , ±z . In such case
where
where q l = 1 2 (R l,+z + R l,−z ). The matrix Q and vector q are fixed by performing the state reconstruction experiments of the input test states ±k . Since the experimental data are presented in the form of the matrix D jk = 2f +j,+k − f +j,+z − f +j,−z and the vector d j = f +j,+z + f +j,−z − 1 it follows that
Let remind us that this choice of the data representation is motivated by the property that if the test states are pure [i.e., ±k = 1 2 (1I ± σ k )] and the measurements are sharp (η = 1), then v j = d j and M jl = D jl .
The preparation of the input test states is described by the parameters
where f 0 ±j,±k are the observed frequencies for the experiment estimating the test states ±k . Inserting this formula into the expressions for Q and q we find
That is, Q and q are proportional to data matrices determined by the preparation procedures of the test states.
Hence the data collected in the estimation of the test states can be conveniently expressed in the same form as the data collected in the case of channel estimation procedure. However, the data set matrix D The above vectors are the columns of the matrix R l,±k . The parameter η is determined experimentally and reads η = 0.988. The fidelities ±k| ±k | ± k of preparation of pure input test states |x x|, |y y|, |z z|, | − z −z| are 0.928, 0.907, 0.909, 0.913, respectively. These particular values shall be used in the process tomography procedure using the formulas given by Eqs.(3.8) and (3.9). In summary, given a data set D = ( d, D), the channel E can be very conveniently determined by using the following matrix relations replacing the formulas (3.8) and (3.9)
IV. PHASE DAMPING QUANTUM CHANNELS
The action of the phase damping quantum channel on the Bloch vector is described by the matrix
with the damping parameter |λ| ≤ 1. It reduces the xth and yth components of the Bloch vector while the zth component remains unaffected. As described in Section II A 4 a phase damping quantum channel is realized by applying a normally distributed noise magnetic field between the preparation and the measurement stages. This noise field is applied for a duration that equals a multiple of the precession time T P with an amplitude determined by a variable attenuator. The noise magnetic field changes the precession frequency of the ion by a small random amount and therefore adds noise to the phase of the qubit. Upon averaging over many realizations this reduces the x-and y-components of the Bloch vector.
The damping parameter λ describes the amount of phase damping that occurs:
with t being the duration for which the noise magnetic field is applied and S v (0) is the spectral density of the applied Gaussian noise at zero frequency. In order to vary the damping parameter λ experimentally, the amplitude of the noise magnetic field is changed while the duration is fixed at 2T P = 4π/δ = 21.6 ms for the data shown in Fig. 1 The fact that D zz < 1 is consistent with the effective initial preparation of the qubit in a mixed state and its imperfect detection. This matrix element is expected to remain unaffected by the applied noise, since the noise doesn't induce transitions between the qubit states. This indeed is found to be the case.
The error bars shown in Fig. 1 indicate a statistical error originating from a finite number of measurements that go into the determination of the relative frequencies and consequently into the matrix elements calculated according to Eq.(2.17).
A. Estimation without prior knowledge
For example, for the data set corresponding to s = Since M zz > 1 it follows that the whole mapping is not positive, hence the reconstruction gives an unphysical result. We find that this feature of "unphysicality" is typical for all values of s. However, this is not entirely unexpected, because phase damping channels are on the boundary between positive and non-positive maps. That is, for each phase damping channel E λ there exists a nonpositive linear map which is arbitrarily close to E λ . In fact, in our case the violation of the complete positivity is within the statistical errors. The used statistics is relatively small. Each experiment was repeated 100 times.
Employing the maximum likelihood principle for the data taken at s = −10 dB that was considered already above we now get We see that this (estimated physical) mapping is not exactly the phase damping channel (see Fig.2 ), but the ob- into the "ellipsoid" corresponding to the state space of output states. We also present projections of both the original Bloch sphere and the output ellipsoid onto the planes xy, xz, yz.
tained precision is in accordance with the size of the statistical sample.
B. Estimation of the phase damping parameter
So far we reconstructed the quantum channel without using any information on the particular physical model of the the experiment. In this part we shall assume that nontrivial a priori information on the estimated channel is available. In particular, we shall consider the channel described and reconstructed above and assume prior knowledge that the channel describes a pure phase damping channel E λ . Let us note, that the results of Section IV do no entirely justify such an assumption, because the implemented channels are not precisely the phase damping channels. Nevertheless, our goal is to present different methods how to determine the phase damping parameter λ, which is probably the most interesting parameter of any decoherence evolution, because it illustrates how fast the "quantumness" of a given quantum system is deteriorated.
Firstly, we shall employ the maximum likelihood method constrained to phase damping channels only. In this case the optimization of the likelihood is constrained only to channels E λ , that is,
In the second approach we shall also assume the same form of the channel. Now the parameter λ reads
for an arbitrary test state . Alternatively, one can replace σ x by any other operator t · σ with a vanishing z-component of t, i.e. orthogonal to σ z determining the decoherence basis. Since the relative statistical error is largest for off-diagonal elements, in order to fix some value of λ we shall use the average value of M xx and M yy , i.e. λ = (M xx + M yy )/2. In Tab. I and Fig. 3 we present the estimates of the value of λ using three methods: i) the average λ = (M xx + M yy )/2 for E j using the linear inverse reconstruction (compare Section IV A), ii) the average λ M L for E All three methods for evaluation of λ must give the same value in the limit of infinite statistics (providing that the implemented channels are precisely the phase damping channels). For small statistical samples the first method is, in general, very inappropriate, because it can give even unphysical values. On the other hand the values λ M L and λ est can give different values even for infinite statistics. If this is the case, then we must conclude that the phase damping channels are not implemented and the value λ does not have exactly the desired meaning. In our case the statistical errors in specification of λ are ±0.1. Therefore, we can conclude that all three values are approximately the same. Since the differences between λ est and λ M L are relatively small (in the context of statistical errors) we can conclude that phase damping channels are realized with quite good accuracy although a precise quantitative specification would require more experimental runs.
V. PHASE DAMPING QUANTUM CHANNELS WITH CHANGE OF BASIS
The phase damping quantum channel shown in the previous paragraph acts in the (x, y) plane of the Bloch sphere. The phase damping can be applied in a different plane, if the qubit state is rotated prior to application of the noise magnetic field and rotated back afterwards. Here, phase damping in a plane rotated around the xaxis spanned by the Bloch vectors (0, sin θ, cos θ) with θ = π/4 and (1, 0, 0) is examined. For arbitrary θ, such rotated phase damping is described by the Bloch vector transformation As in the previous case, also for this type of channels the basic features are already seen from the data presentation in Fig.4 . In contrast to the "pure" phase damping channels shown in Fig. 1 , for this channel the off-diagonal elements do not vanish. Furthermore, the z-component is damped. In this set of data the values for M yy and M zz are almost equal because of the particular choice of the rotated basis.
The channel was analyzed in a similar way as the phase damping channel in the previous section. Let us present in detail the reconstruction based on an experiment where the same amount of phase damping was present as in the case of phase damping in the xy−plane, i.e. s =-10 dB. For the experimental setting -10 dB the data matrix reads The constrained maximum likelihood method applied to channels of the form (5.1) results in the estimates on the phase damping rate and the rotation axis angle presented in Tab. II.
In order to fix the parameters λ, θ experimentally it is sufficient to specify any pair of nonzero elements of the matrix in Eq.(5.1). For example, we can use | + z +z| as the test state and measure σ y , σ z . From the estimated matrix elements the values can be easily calculated. However, in our case we used all the observed values as an input into the constrained maximum likelihood estimation setting -19dB -16dB -13dB -10dB -7dB -4dB -1dB θest 32 that determines the values of λ est and θ est . As expected, the value of the phase damping rate for s = −10dB is in accordance with the corresponding values of λ in Tab. I within the statistical uncertainty.
The correct value (specified by the experimental setup) of the angle θ is 45
• . For weak damping (i.e., small values of added noise and consequently large values of λ) the estimated angle deviates from the angle used in the experiment more than for a large damping. However, this deviation is still within the errors of the maximum likelihood estimates that are ±10
• . The larger deviation when low damping is applied can be rationalized as follows: The fact that the phase damping does not act in the xy-plane becomes apparent in the increase of the offdiagonal elements D yz and D zy of the matrix D 0 only for relatively large damping (compare Fig. 4 ). For small damping these off-diagonal elements are small with a relatively large statistical error bar, which makes it difficult to accurately estimate for each individual channel the angle θ by which the plane of phase damping is rotated.
The solid line in Fig. 4 indicates a fit (as opposed to a channel reconstruction) of a given matrix element D ij using Eqs. (5.1) and (4.4). Here, the fit includes θ as a free parameter and takes into account all available results for D ij (i.e., for different strengths of damping) thereby presuming that the channels are characterized by the same angle θ irrespective of the strength of damping (which indeed was experimentally realized).
VI. POLARIZATION ROTATING AND PHASE DAMPING QUANTUM CHANNELS
In a further experiment we combined the phase damping channel with a unitary channel rotating the state space around the z axis by an angle α. Such polarization rotating channel is realized in our experiment by inserting a pause between the preparation of the qubit and its measurement whose length is a fraction of the precession time T P . The combined quantum channel realized here propagates the qubit first through a phase damping quantum channel according to Eq. (4.1) with a relative amplitude of the noise field of -10 dB and then through a phase rotating quantum channel whose rotation angle α is varied. The combined action on the Bloch vector is In Fig. 5 the experimental results for that quantum channel are shown. One would expect that the zero pause should correspond to the rotation angle α = 0 for which the diagonal matrix elements are all at their maximum. This is not the case for the data displayed in Fig. 5 where the offset of the phase rotation angle α is due to an additional dc magnetic field that was applied simultaneously with the ac noise field.
Tab. III contains the results of the constrained maximum likelihood estimation of the relevant parameters. Let us note that the values of the damping parameter are in an approximate accordance with the results obtained in the estimations of the previous channels, for which we have seen that the damping parameter for -10 dB is around λ = 0.6. In particular, the average gives λ = 0.54. Moreover, the rotation angles in the experiment are chosen such that the differences of subsequent angles should be 45
• . According to above estimations the average difference is 40
• .
VII. CONCLUSION
Quantum process estimation is a necessary tool for characterization of dynamics of physical systems. It can also be used for improvement of efficiency of quantum information processing. We have exposed individual trapped ions to engineered quantum channels and explored various methods for a reconstruction of the action of these channels. This reconstruction takes into account imperfect experimental conditions, namely the imperfect preparation of the test states (that results in a mixed state), a finite detection efficiency and a bias in the detection efficiency for different states.
We have created qubit quantum channels with variable phase damping and fully reconstructed them using the linear inverse method and the maximum likelihood estimate. Alternatively, if it is a priori known that the quantum channel only leads to phase damping, then the estimation of a single parameter is sufficient. In the latter case a constrained maximum likelihood method leads to good results with a minimal number of measurements.
A quantum channel with damping in an arbitrary plane through the Bloch sphere that contains the origin may also be realized and is exemplified here for a particular rotation angle that determines this plane. The full reconstruction of this channel is performed without prior knowledge using the linear inverse and the maximum likelihood methods. Here, too, the maximum likelihood method under constraints gives good results with a significantly reduced number of measurements when prior knowledge about the channel's action is assumed and used. Furthermore, using the same methods the phase damping accompanied by a polarization rotation is estimated.
The finiteness of experimental statistics affects the precision of our estimates. On average the precision of matrix elements is ±0.1. From the observed dependence of the phase-damping rate λ on parameter s (see Fig.3 ) we can determine the constant S 0 v (0). In particular, fitting the estimated values of λ we get S 0 v (0) = 0.38ms −1 . The implementation of the phase damping channel is based on a clear physical picture based on our knowledge from atomic physics. However, such knowledge is not really used in the complete tomography methods used in this paper. The adopted approach is to consider the experiment as an unknown black box transforming states. Therefore, comparing the estimation with the theoretical expectations gives us nontrivial information about the validity of our assumptions and understanding of the physical situation.
For the constrained maximum likelihood estimation we assume that the channel belongs to a family of phase damping channels characterized by a single parameter. For infinite statistics any difference between unconstrained and constrained maximum likelihood estimations would imply that the model and the experiment do not fit perfectly. Therefore, the distance d(E est , E λest ) can provide the quantification of the agreement of the model and the experiment. Let us use as a figure of merit the process fidelity [1]
where ω j = E j ⊗ I[Ψ + ] and Ψ + is a projection onto the maximally entangled state. This positive functional equals to unity if and only if the two processes under consideration are the same and it is less than unity (though non-negative) otherwise. For phase damping channels we find that
2)
The value of this fidelity of the channel estimation is very high in spite of imperfect preparations of test states. To be specific, the test states that are not ("ideal") pure states but rather statistical mixtures that are prepared with the fidelity approximately 0.91 compared to the ideal test states. Simultaneously, we stress that this imperfect test states are completely known which is a necessary condition for reliable reconstruction of the channel. The engineered phase damping quantum channels are of particular relevance for quantum information processing. They represent the most destructive type of decoherence, because they are destroying superpositions of logical qubit states that are necessary for the success of quantum computing. Therefore, the controlled implementation of phase damping channels is of use for testing of robustness of quantum computation schemes and error-correction codes.
